
NOTES. 
LAYOUT - FIRST SECTION - Dance/Demo/Class
INTRO  AIMS - 3 POINTS RECAP,EXPAND OR NEW.

LECTURE CONTENT not necessarily in this order.  

1. Miasma vs Germ theory  1880’s a shift of thought and 
concept in the time of Andrew Taylor Still. In this time he 
inspired osteopathy.  The organic tissue hasn’t changed for 
over 10,000 years so does this sensibly conclude reaction 
of tissues also hasn’t changed that considerably either.

2. cf OST/CHIRO/PHYSIO  history osteopathy emphasises 
manual readjustments. Chiropractic emphasises Palmers 
techniques using spinous processes and transverse processes as 
mechanical levers. Physio therapy systematic exercise of the joints.


3. Consent. RG- 1-4 1 - stiff, tired H/A. 2 - longer effects from 
treatment, rib pain. 3 - rare reactions stroke etc. 4 - adverse 
reactions to dry needling. iOS plus their courses.  SEE 7 and 10 
page document of GOsC website

4.Osteopathic Practice Standards 

Section - Treatment Ideas.
5. Core - AnatomyZone pelvis  - Core advice/practical. Psoas 
tension cf Q-L tension to gain pelvic tilt. Lead this to quads and 
adds to calf to big toe and upwards to free diaphragm and torso 
lift. 
Breath - diaphragm ebb & flow in & out ventilation

6. Physics.  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES forces - spring - form - 
rebound



7. SECTION ON TREATMENTS. B-W,F,T & L-R,S,C

CHRIS/DIANA photos shapes presentations rationales 
treatment ideas -
NEVILLE  - photos shoulder, hand.

8. OUTRO.   USE FLIPCHART.

DISCUSS ACHIEVED  -  3 AIMS New, expand &/or reaffirm.
                                        Osteopathic principles.
                                        CONTRIBUTIONS
                                        IDEAS

MIDDLE SECOND SECTION 
MIASMA VS GERM THEORY
From 1st C BC - Vitruvius - miasma Miasma Theory 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasma_theory

“In the 1st century BC, the Roman architectural writer Vitruvius 
described the potential effects of miasma (Latin nebula) from fetid 
swamplands when visiting a city:

For when the morning breezes blow toward the town at 
sunrise, if they bring with them mist from marshes and, 
mingled with the mist, the poisonous breath of creatures of 
the marshes to be wafted into the bodies of the inhabitants, 
they will make the site unhealthy.[8] 
The miasmatic theory of disease remained popular in the Middle 
Ages and a sense of effluvia contributed to Robert Boyle's 
Suspicions about the Hidden Realities of the Air.” (Chinese - pinyin 
= miasma). NOTE germ theory proposed by Girolamo Fracastoro in 
1546, Louis Pasteur (1822) [biogenesis/abiogenesis] gave further 
endorsement to the germ theory.


Jump to 1880’s germ theory. Germ theory of disease https://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germ_theory_of_disease 


https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasma_theory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitruvius
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waft
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suspicions_about_the_Hidden_Realities_of_the_Air
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girolamo_Fracastoro
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germ_theory_of_disease
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germ_theory_of_disease


“The germ theory was proposed by Girolamo Fracastoro in 1546, 
and expanded upon by Marcus von Plenciz in 1762. Such views 
were held in disdain, however, and Galen's miasma theory 
remained dominant among scientists and doctors. The nature of 
this doctrine prevented them from understanding how diseases 
actually progressed, with predictable consequences. By the early 
nineteenth century, smallpox vaccination was commonplace in 
Europe, though doctors were unaware of how it worked or how to 
extend the principle to other diseases. Similar treatments had been 
prevalent in India from just before AD 1000.[2] [N 1] A transitional 
period began in the late 1850s with the work of Louis Pasteur. This 
work was later extended by Robert Koch in the 1880s. By the end 
of the 1880s the miasma theory was struggling to compete with the 
germ theory of disease. Eventually, a "golden era" of bacteriology 
ensued, during which the theory quickly led to the identification of 
the actual organisms that cause many diseases.[3][4] Viruses were 
discovered in the 1890s.”


2. cf OST/CHIRO/PHYSIO 

EXTERNAL VS INTERNAL 

So with the change in ideas Still would have been inspired to look 
at the body and disease from another angle. Hence his review as a 
holistic view on the body and homeostasis. 

Osteopathic 

The body is a unit, and the person represents a combination of 
body, mind and spirit. The body is capable of self-regulation, self-
healing and health maintenance. Rational treatment is based on an 
understanding of these principles: body unity, self-regulation, and 
the interrelationship of structure and function & a combo these. 


http://www.kcumb.edu/about-kcu/why-kcu/what-is-
osteopathic-medicine/osteopathic-principles


• The body is a unit, and the person represents a 
combination of body, mind and spirit.

• The body is capable of self-regulation, self-healing and 
health maintenance.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girolamo_Fracastoro
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Marcus_von_Plenciz&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galen
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasma_theory
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smallpox_vaccination
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Pasteur
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Koch
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacteriology
http://www.kcumb.edu/about-kcu/why-kcu/what-is-osteopathic-medicine/osteopathic-principles
http://www.kcumb.edu/about-kcu/why-kcu/what-is-osteopathic-medicine/osteopathic-principles


• Structure and function are reciprocally interrelated.
• Rational treatment is based on an understanding of 

these principles: body unity, self-regulation, and the 
interrelationship of structure and function.

Interesting to read their ‘oath’.
(Here Kansas - medical home of Andrew Taylor Still - No 
mention of blood rules supreme..patients like the idea the 
blood is reaching the tissue to heal ..? )


http://jaoa.org/data/journals/jaoa/932083/es28.pdf

1. Body unity.. 2. Homeostatic .. 3. Structure/function 

Fig 2 & 3 sclerotomal pain referral from ligaments. See core 
strengthening with iliopsoas tension (slightly flexes hips as 
if on all fours opp to bipedal) could assist eliminate this 
pain. Dance can help core and freedom of low back spine.


STAR ⭐  - palpatory characteristics S - sensitivity, T - 
texture, A - asymmetry & R - restricted movement. 

Manual forces affect mechanics receptors, 
mechanonociceptors in tensegrity-integrin model, spinal 
cord gating plus synaptic plasticity.


Body mind unity - fascial dysfunction and emotions 
associated with physical injury associate to anchor pain in 
individuals who may need additional counselling to deal 
with non expressed non physical factors.

Homeostatic may be altered through focused 
electrochemical, neuroendocrine, psychosomatic 
mechanisms that affect specific structures & target 
receptors. 

1. Autonomic system 2. Respiratory-circulatory 

homeostasis role in pain Zink-Lawson 1. Opening 

http://jaoa.org/data/journals/jaoa/932083/es28
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com


fascial pathways 2. Maximising primary/secondary 
respiration. 3. Augmenting lymphaticovenous drainage. 


Biopsychosocial sympathetic - model CV4 - collateral 
ganglion inhibition -  drainage - redome thoracoabdominal 
diaphragms see core lift by using iliopsoas. 
Parasympathetic III, VII IX X pelvic splanchnics.

Enhance cellular health


https://www.theosteopathicway.com/osteopathic-medicine/


Pic of Andrew Taylor Still - An osteopath is taught that Nature is to be 
trusted to the end.  – A.T. Still MD, DO

https://www.aacom.org/become-a-doctor/about-om/history


Osteopathic medicine is a distinctive form of medical care founded on the 
philosophy that all body systems are interrelated and dependent upon one another 
for good health. This philosophy was developed in 1874 by Andrew Taylor Still, MD, 
(pictured) who pioneered the concept of "wellness" and recognised the importance 
of treating illness within the context of the whole body. 
Dr. Still was born in Virginia in 1828, the son of a Methodist minister and physician. 
At an early age he decided to follow in his father's footsteps and become a 
physician. After studying medicine and serving an apprenticeship under his father, 
Still became a licensed MD in the state of Missouri. In the early 1860s, he 
completed additional coursework at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in 
Kansas City, MO and went on to serve as a surgeon in the Union Army during the 
Civil War.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_chiropractic


Chiropractic emphasises Palmers techniques 1890 using spinous 
processes and transverse processes as mechanical levers.


https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_therapy


Physio therapy Galen, Hippocrates - Per Ling 1813 Swedish 
Gymnastics -> systematic exercise of the joints.


https://www.theosteopathicway.com/osteopathic-medicine/
https://www.aacom.org/become-a-doctor/about-om/history
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_chiropractic
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_therapy


https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteopathy


history osteopathy 1880’s emphasises manual readjustments.


3. Consent. SEE iOS RG - 1 - 4  sheets  (A2-3 standards 
practice book) written consent for intimate areas. GDPR. DATA 
consent. Gillick consent children age 14-16.
GOsC  see 10 page outline of obtaining/validating consent, the 
7 page of 3 vignettes covering 3 different scenarios - 2015 law - 
Montgomery ruling see website for all these.

4.Osteopathic Practice Standards including but not limited to: 
A2, A5, B1, B3, C1 & D1. 

A2 work in partnership with your patients adapting your 
communication approach to take into account their needs. 
A5 support patients to care for themselves to improve and 
maintain their own health and well being. 
B1 apply sufficient and appropriate knowledge and skills to 
support your work as an osteopath  
B3 keep professional knowledge up to date 
C1 conduct osteopathic evaluation and deliver safe competent 
and appropriate care 
D1 act with honesty and integrity  

*How to avoid Death by PowerPoint TED talks David JP Phillips 
on YouTube -  

I have put this in because you could possibly say it is relevant as a 
guide with regards to getting information across about treatment 
and their outcomes to our patients. A2. 


1. Control no of slides & provide balance 

2. Have one story to tell

3. Zoom in & Zoom out 


https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteopathy


John Medina leading neurologist has been used here to guide 
Phillips. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Medina

Don’t use stuff Opposite to our biological reaction - alignment with 
biological reaction is part of our osteopathic reason. With that in 
mind Phillips suggests 5 design principles to Cognitively and 
psychologically optimise your powerpoint. 


1. 30 second rule - 90% of what you say has gone in 30secs.  
WORD VS SENTENCES 


2. Working memo - One message per slide. ONE MESSAGE

3. Size - draws your eyes to the most important. SIZE

4. Contrast controls your focus. CONTRAST/DARK

5. 6 items. SIX


1. Cross reference from the Circus Arts Study Day (mind maps) 
by Nina Bain and Ashley Stafford’s The Voice Study Day - 
diaphragms & Tensegrity/Fluidity below A Ferguson R 
Maliphant  

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Medina


5. Physics.  Forces - spring - form - rebound back to form 
or deformation - scarring
More muscles 650 - 840  https://www.google.co.uk/search?
q=how+many+muscles&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-gb
dissension is due to definition cf bones 206 (270 in babies) 
https://www.google.co.uk/search?
q=how+many+bones&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-gb

PROPS. Use material to show fibres twist, compression. 
Rebound propensity or deformity leads to Scarring - reference. 
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/healthlibrary/conditions/
plastic_surgery/scar_revision_85,P01135

Spring https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)


Hooke's law

As long as not stretched or compressed beyond their elastic limit, 
most springs obey Hooke's law, which states that the force with 
which the spring pushes back is linearly proportional to the 
distance from its equilibrium length


https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=how+many+muscles&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=how+many+muscles&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=how+many+bones&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=how+many+bones&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_(device)
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hooke%27s_law
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic_limit


 F=-kx  

Tensegrity - see picture Andrew Ferguson Osteopath with Russell 
Maliphant rolfing anatomy & physiology/choreographer/Royal ballet 
dancer - Sadlers Wells - independent dancer. 

http://www.tensegrityinbiology.co.uk/


Rebound properties 


Elastic https://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Elasticity_(physics)


Loads https://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Structural_load


Structural loads or actions are forces, deformations, or 
accelerations applied to a structure or its components.[1][2]

Loads cause stresses, deformations, and displacements in 
structures. Assessment of their effects is carried out by the 
methods of structural analysis. Excess load or overloading may 
cause structural failure, and hence such possibility should be either 
considered in the design or strictly controlled.

Mechanical structures, such as aircraft, satellites, rockets, space 
stations, ships, and submarines, have their own particular 
structural loads and actions.[3]

Engineers often evaluate structural loads based upon published 
regulations, contracts, or specifications. Accepted technical 
standards are used for acceptance testing and inspection.


Section - Treatment Ideas.
6. Core - AnatomyZone pelvis. Important for health of body. 
Counter high heels
https://youtu.be/kXg3akhbrrg

TENSEGRITY 

http://www.tensegrityinbiology.co.uk/
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CORE link with the BREATH  - > HEALTH WELFARE - bum, 
tum & pelvic floor hitch to include iliopsoas tension. Make sure 
Q-L doesn’t take the place of iliopsoas. 
Try both lying down with bent legs and feet hip width apart to 
sense the difference. Hands on ASIS’S can help gauge the 
differences in motion between iliopsoas tension and Q-L 
tension. 
With this iliopsoas muscle action hips slightly externally rotate, 
ensure knees are at ease,feet arch lifts & pelvic tail tucks 
underneath you. Now you can Lift thoracic diaphragm.
Try this too -> Go on all fours with iliopsoas tensioned/toned so 
already flexed hips slightly externally rotate. Now go bipedal & 
stand up holding this posture. Tighten the lower 1/2 or 1/3 
rectus abdominals and gluteals especially maximus with 
medius/minimus. This Releases sacral diaphragm. Helps you 
aid lifting pelvic floor. Next Sense the need to lift the thoracic 
diaphragm. Shoulder G-H joint slightly rotated outwards to 
loosen cervical diaphragm, lift head for cranial diaphragm 
release.
From this -> The health cascade as depicted in Kuchera Nov 
2007 paper is 1. structure/function of iliopsoas, bum,tum & floor 
core aids decrease in peripheral mechanonociceptors and 
central facilitation because the respiratory-circulatory drainage 
of Zink-Lawson model redomes diaphragms & venous lymph 
drainage leads to 2. homeostasis The biopsychosocial model of 
CV 4 parasympathetic and sympathetic balancing plus the 
ventilation by the diaphragms endorses greater oxygen intake 
leading to greater 3. body unity - body/emotional/spiritual, could 
be called midline welfare .. etc.

http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/pages/pelvic-floor-safe-core-
exercises-.html
http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/data/files/
The_pelvic_floor_and_core_exercises.pdf

http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/pages/pelvic-floor-safe-core-exercises-.html
http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/pages/pelvic-floor-safe-core-exercises-.html
http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/data/files/The_pelvic_floor_and_core_exercises.pdf
http://www.pelvicfloorfirst.org.au/data/files/The_pelvic_floor_and_core_exercises.pdf


Interestingly the incontinence physios do a lot on ‘core’ ..apps 
on phone can be set up to buzz patient at intervals to remind 
them to do their exercises. 

7. THE BREATH. 
ALPHA RIGHT SIDE BRAIN VS BETA LEFT SIDE BRAIN.
CREATIVE FEELING BRAIN VS COGNITIVE THINKING 
BRAIN
DIAPHRAGM/EBB & FLOW/ IN & OUT / VENTILATION

Reference Tortora and Anagnostakos p522
Brain wave cycles per second - alpha 8-15 hz 

Discs - tissues supports, imbibition process. References 
Kapandji/Grays

Immune system. Query - Spinal cord formed before immune 
system? References? Thus any insult reaction to spinal cord 
causes an inflammatory cascade and because this tissue is not 
recognised by the body can cause an autoimmune response. 
Any references for this anybody? 

NPS numerical pain scale 0  = no pain or 100% better??
VAS - visual analog scale.   
Modic scale.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3098553/
2011.
SMP symptom driven management of pain.

THIRD SECTION - TREATMENTS.

Ballroom 

Waltz LINES/SHAPES 


STAR - tissue presentation see Kuchera November 2007 paper


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3098553/


Foxtrot HEAD/NECK 

Mtrps 

Tango THIGHS/KNEES

Viscero-somatic reflexes


Latin 

Rumba TORSO 

Body unity treatment 

Allodynia 

Samba ANKLES/FEET

Homeostatic 

Cha cha cha PELVIS.   

Myosomatic fascial function 

Biopsychesocial 


DIANA 

BACK CORE LINES

CHRIS 

GROIN TEACHING KNEES





